
GOODS

Innovative products straight from the lab

Latest and greatest

OFFERED BY: MILLER’S PROFESSIONAL IMAGING 

Miller’s FOLDED LUXE CARDS come in 5x5 and 5x7 inches. Paper selection

includes smooth, linen, and pearl finish. PRICE: STARTS AT $1.80 PER CARD.

New FLAT LUXE

CARDS give you fresh

reasons to swoon. Luxe

Cards are finished in

scalloped, leaf and ornate

edges, and in rectangular, square and circle shapes. PRICE: STARTS AT 97 CENTS

PER CARD. New LUXE STICKERS help you spread the word, turning studio packaging

into a powerful branding tool. Sizes include 1.375x3.5, 2.5x3.5 and 3x3 with ornate edges. You

can order stickers in sets of 50 with a different design for each sticker in the set. PRICE: STARTS

AT $20 FOR A SET OF 50. millerslab.com

OFFERED BY: MOO

Moo never cuts corners, but they made an exception for this new line of

business cards. They’re printed on thick Moo Classic Stock, which has a smooth

satin feel. ROUNDED CORNER BUSINESS CARDS have full color on

both sides and the option of Printfinity, a different image on every card front.

Dare to be memorable with these stylish rounded corners. Little details can

make the biggest impression. PRICE: STARTS AT $23.63. moo.com

OFFERED BY: PIXEL2CANVAS

Innovation comes to the fore with the new Pixel2Canvas GEOMETRIX line of canvas

prints. The hex-shape makes designing a wall grouping fun and easy. Your customers

have never seen anything like it. These pieces can be grouped vertically, horizontally, 

or in organic designs that will fit any wall area; just download the templates. 

PRICE: AVAILABLE WITH REGISTRATION. pixel2canvas.com

PRODUCT ROUNDUP BY  ROBYN L .  POLLMAN

This month photo labs and printers share their
newest products. Stay ahead of the curve by
adding these items to your lineup.

Images by Jessie Baldwin of speckled bird art (speckledbirdart.com).
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OFFERED BY: WHCC

CUSTOM IMAGE BOXES from WHCC hold 4x6 and 5x7

prints and 6x6, 8x8, 10x10 and 12x12 albums—nine sizes in all.

A custom photo cover, printed on luster or metallic photographic

paper with a matte laminate, is wrapped around the Image Box,

and you can customize the cover, spine, and back. Also available

for covers, a variety of fabrics, leathers, and suede, and an optional

stretchy black latch. Complete your box with an inside panel in black

fabric or a photo print. Risers are available to fit in the bottom of your box when you have fewer than the full

capacity of prints. You can also include a riser and CD insert together.. PRICE: $61.50 AS SHOWN. whcc.com

OFFERED BY: MCKENNA PRO 

New ACCORDION BOOK sizes and papers: 2x3, 3x3, 3x3.75, 4x4, and 4x5 inches,

covered in shimmering pearl media with a soft-touch matte surface, and finished with a

magnetic clasp. Use the company’s design templates or a custom spread. Matching

presentation tins are available for all sizes. PRICE: $7.50 TO $8.50.

METAL TINS come in 10 sizes with your image printed directly on the

metal. There’s a tin to accommodate prints of 8x10 inches and smaller, as

well as CD and DVDs, and five accordion album sizes. The metal print line

extends to large-format aluminum, which can be mounted close to the wall,

raised, or suspended. The whites and highlights in your image allow the natural metal

finish to show through. PRICE: STARTS AT $5.99. LUNCH BOXES have a printable

Mylar sticker with a white base that beautifully reproduces vibrant colors, shadows or highlights.

Sizes: snack box, standard lunch box, briefcase, mini-top and side-opening. CHROMALUXE IMAGE BOXES feature black leather binding

and back cover, and custom-printed front covers with a scratch-resistant Chromaluxe coating. These elegant yet sturdy boxes close nicely with

magnetic clasp. PRICE: TBA. mckennapro.com
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OFFERED BY: 

MPIX PRO

ACCORDIAN MINI

ALBUMS make big

impressions in small pack-

ages. The Minis are the perfect

presentation for 2.5×3.5 and 3×3

photographs, and are printed on

pearl or linen paper. Art Cloth

covers come in black, brown, 

cream, blue, pink, and red, and custom photo covers with a satin finish. Concealed magnet clasp. Frosted slip cover available. 

PRICE: STARTS AT $9 FOR 1 OR 2. mpixpro.com

OFFERED BY: PRODPI

ProDPI adds BAMBOO PANEL MOUNTING to its lineup. Crafted of

carbonized, vertical-grain bamboo, an FSC-certified renewable crop. With a pre-

drilled keyhole on the back, the ¾-inch thick bamboo panels are ready to hang.

Available on Fuji luster, pearl and matte papers, as well as Kodak metallic paper.

PRICE: STARTS AT $40.

Using the latest ECO printing technology ProDPI prints GALLERY

WRAPS on white poly-cotton canvas. The canvas is free of optical

brighteners and fluorescent whitening agents. The canvas and ink combo is

rated for 100+ years of display life. PRICE: STARTS AT $51.50. Books

with FUSION COVERS are printed on an HP Indigo press on recycled

paper. The single-sided option allows you to design the front of the cover,

with the rest covered in beautiful fabric. PRICE: STARTS AT $37

(PAGES SEPARATE). prodpi.com

OFFERED BY: COLLAGES.NET 

Brand new to Collages.net is the METAL

ALBUM with MATTE PAGES. The cover image

is printed on metal, and the spine, back cover and

corners are covered in distressed brown leather.

PRICE: $380.75 AS SHOWN. In the Glam

Collection, you’ll find the CROCODILE LEATHER

ALBUM, (embossed for the look of crocodile). All

Collages.net albums and books can be designed by

the photographer with his or her software of choice;

by the Collages.net design team; or with free

design software by Collages.net, featuring over 150

templates. PRICE: $427 AS SHOWN. collages.net
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OFFERED BY: COLOR INC. PRO LAB

The brushed aluminum 3/4-inch STANDOUT MOUNT is a lightweight backing

with a thick plastic edge to display unframed images. The board comes with holes on

the back, ready to hang. SLIM FLOAT MOUNTS are solid wood and ready to hang

with the look of floating from the wall (3/4-inch clearance). Studio mounts are

professionally finished with a smooth black laminate beveled edge and your choice of

four finishing details. PRICE: STARTS AT $14.50. colorincprolab.com

OFFERED BY: H&H COLOR LAB

H&H offers a variety of METAL PRINTS in two finishes. Aluminescence has a

transparent aluminum base; Brilliant has a bright, clear glossy white base. PRICE:

AVAILABLE WITH REGISTRATION. hhcolorlab.com  n

See more from Robyn L. Pollman at paperieboutique.com and
buttonsandbowsphotography.com.

OFFERED BY: BLACK RIVER IMAGING

Inspired by French flea market mirrors and vintage labels,

SPECIALTY SHAPED METAL PRINTS blend the vibrancy

of metal prints with the ornament of contoured shapes. With

30 designs, ranging in size from 5x7 to 36x45, photographers

and their clients can experiment away from traditional rectangular

wall art. Specialty Shaped Metal Prints can be personalized with

your own ribbon or hardware using the optional drill holes. PRICE: TBA. blackriverimaging.com

OFFERED BY: MERIDIAN PROFESSIONAL IMAGING

Meridian’s CRYSTAL SUMMIT ALBUMS sport clear acrylic covers in which you insert

your own image. They have heavyweight lie-flat pages, gilded edges, deluxe leather-

wrapped presentation box, and your choice of Kodak Endura or Endura Metallic papers.

PRICE: FROM $89. MeridianPro.com


